Four self-paced reading experiments focusing on the main clause/reduced relative clause ambiguity were conducted to assess the effects of semantic focus on the resolution of syntactic ambiguities. Experiment 1 showed that the presence of the focus operator only resulted in diminished garden path effects for reduced relative clauses, controlling for definiteness of the noun phrase. Experiment 2 manipulated discourse contexts and showed that the presence of an explicit contrast set in the context sentence preceding a target sentence with focus interacted with the continuation of an ambiguous fragment as either a main clause or reduced relative. Experiment 3 showed that discourse context effects did not play a role in reading times when the target sentence did not contain a focus marker, confirming that the focus effect is the result of the joint interaction of a focus marker and discourse context. The results of Experiment 4 suggested that the semantic requirements of focus combined with a constraining discourse lead to a garden path effect with main clause continuations of ambiguous strings as compared to unambiguous strings. These results provide evidence against a garden path model of sentence processing which initially computes only a single analysis. Possible mechanisms underlying the identification of contrast sets in discourse are discussed. © 2001 Elsevier Science (USA)
One of the central goals of research in sentence processing has been to account for the processing difficulties associated with sentences that are perfectly permissible under the grammatical constraints of a language. A great deal of the work in this field has emphasized difficulties that arise in the course of processing a sentence that is temporarily ambiguous between more than one grammatically possible analysis. In many cases, there is an asymmetry in terms of ease of processing between the available possibilities such that a sentence like (1a) is more difficult than a sentence such as (1b), though they both contain the temporarily ambiguous fragment The horse raced past the barn. . . . A particularly successful approach in accounting for these systematic asymmetries in processing has stemmed from observations of syntactic commonalities underlying many sentences that lead to processing difficulties (e.g., Frazier, 1978 Frazier, , 1987 . More recent work has built on these observations and modified them in two significant ways. First, researchers have focused on fine-grained lexically specified information and its interaction with global syntactically based patterns (e.g., Boland, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1990; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994) . Second, there has been a closer investigation of the semantic and pragmatic consequences of syntactic structure. The current article is concerned with the second of these lines of research.
The function of syntactic structure is ultimately to convey regularities of semantic meaning that are linked to the form of a sentence.
Hence, it is not surprising that syntactic systematicities underlying patterns of processing difficulties should show up as semantically systematic as well. Crain and Steedman (1985) were among the first researchers who characterized processing difficulties by investigating the mechanisms involved in establishing meaningful interpretations rather than by looking at syntactic structures alone. For instance, they argued that many cases of processing difficulties similar to those found for sentences like (1a) could be attributed to the immediate and incremental semantic integration of the linguistic representation into the context of the utterance. They pointed out that the structural distinction between preferred and dispreferred analyses of ambiguous strings frequently correlates with semantic and referential distinctions as well. For instance, with respect to the above example, the strong preference to interpret the ambiguous phrase as a main clause in the active voice, rather than as a passivized reduced relative clause, stems from the fact that in (1b) the subject noun phrase (NP) is the horse, whereas in (1a), the subject NP is the more complex the horse raced past the barn. Definite noun phrases are generally assumed to presuppose or require a unique referent in the model (Heim, 1982; Russell 1905) . In the absence of preceding context, or if the context does not contain a previously established referent, the reader must accommodate the definite NP's reference by creating a referent in the discourse model (Heim, 1982) . Furthermore, Steedman and colleagues (e.g., Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Crain & Steedman, 1985; Steedman & Altmann, 1989) claimed that simple and complex definite NPs carry different referential presuppositions. A simple definite NP presupposes the existence of a single referent in context corresponding to the entity described by the head noun. For example, in (1b), a single referent for the noun horse is presupposed. In contrast, a complex definite NP presupposes the existence of multiple possible referents associated with the head noun (e.g., horse), from which a unique one is being distinguished via the attribute expressed by the modifier (raced past the barn). If hearers incrementally build a mental discourse model while processing a sentence, the discourse models generated for (1a) versus (1b) will have very different properties. In (1a), which contains a modified noun, a more complex model needs to be generated relative to the simple unmodified NP in (1b). This account of the processing difficulty stands in contrast to structurally based accounts (e.g., Frazier, 1978) in which the difficulty is argued to stem from parsing preferences that initially favor only the structurally simplest analysis (e.g., in terms of the number of syntactic constituents required to characterize the structure of the fragment). An essential prediction of Crain and Steedman's model-based view of parsing preferences entails that, if a discourse model supporting the presuppositions inherent to the complex NP is generated on the basis of previous utterances, difficulty associated with the structure exemplified in (1a) should be eliminated entirely. A number of experimental studies have supported this hypothesis for sentence complement/relative clause ambiguities (Altmann, Garnham, & Dennis, 1992; Altmann, Garnham, & Henstra, 1994) , for reduced-relative clause ambiguities (Spivey-Knowlton & Tanenhaus, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton, Trueswell, & Tanenhaus, 1993 ) and for prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities (Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Britt, 1994) . However, other work has suggested that these referential factors have a limited role in processing ambiguities and may interact with other factors (Britt, 1994; Britt, Perfetti, Garrod, & Rayner, 1992; Frazier & Clifton, 1996; .
The experiments in the current article build on an intriguing extension of investigations into referential factors on ambiguity resolution by Ni, Crain, and Shankweiler (1996) . Their work investigated the combination of two linguistic phenomena implicated in establishing a contrast between entities evoked in a discourse model: noun modification, which is investigated experimentally in the work above; and the presence of words such as only, frequently called focus operators in the semantics literature. The semantic effect of focus operators can be seen below. Sentence (2b) differs from sentence (2a) in that, in addition to asserting that John smokes cigars, it also establishes a contrast between John and an implicit, contrasting set of individuals and asserts that none of these individuals smoke cigars.
(2a) John smokes cigars.
(2b) Only John smokes cigars. Ni et al. (1996) constructed experimental stimuli that manipulated the presence of a focus operator with ambiguity of modifier phrases, resulting in the paradigm illustrated below:
(3a) Only businessmen loaned money at low interest were told to record their expenses.
(3b) The businessmen loaned money at low interest were told to record their expenses.
(3c) The hunters bitten by ticks worried about getting Lyme disease.
(3d) Only hunters bitten by ticks worried about getting Lyme disease.
The italicized portions of sentences (3a) and (3b) are ambiguous with respect to whether the sentence is to be understood as a simple past tense clause or whether it involves a reduced relative clause modifying businessmen. The unitalicized portion disambiguates toward the latter interpretation. The logic of the experiments designed by Ni et al. was to introduce an operator which requires precisely the type of contrast that modified nouns are said to be associated with. Thus, the presence of the focus-sensitive operator, under a referential interpretation of the parsing bias, should heighten the expectation for a modified noun, thereby reducing or eliminating any difficulty with the normally dispreferred structure. Ni et al. argued that the default expectation is that the contrast required by only will be established via the potential modifier of the noun, rather than the head noun itself, leading to the expectation that businessmen will form part of the background information used to compute the contrast set. In other words, the preferred contrast is not between businessmen and some other group of entities, but between businessmen who were loaned money and businessmen with some other distinct property.
The results of the study showed that the presence of a focus operator dramatically reduced the difficulty normally associated with temporarily ambiguous reduced relative clauses. It did not have the same effect with the control sentences (3c) and (3d), where no ambiguity exists. In addition, when the focus operator was present in a sentence that included a prenominal modifier (i.e. an adjective), as in (4), difficulty with the reduced relative ambiguity reemerged. (4) Only wealthy businessmen loaned money at low interest were told to record their expenses.
These results were interpreted as evidence for the on-line construction of a discourse model in which contrast is represented. Under this account, the likelihood of material being taken to express contrastive information is influenced by the presence of a semantic operator that requires such a contrast as well by whether contrast has already been established by means of information available earlier in the utterance. Thus, when an adjective is present, a contrast between wealthy businessmen and businessmen who are not wealthy has presumably been established, thereby fulfilling the requirement that some appropriate contrast set be established in the discourse model. Additional evidence that adjectival modifiers are interpreted contrastively comes from Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, and Carlson (1999) .
These findings are generally congruent with the bulk of the literature examining referential effects with modification and add to the body of evidence that the contrastive function of modifiers plays an important role in the processing of ambiguities in which one of the possible readings involves modification. In addition, they are also generally congruent with other psycholinguistic studies of focus, which suggest that the semantic requirements of focus for a contrast set are computed on-line. This is shown most directly by Eberhard, Sedivy, Spivey-Knowlton, and Tanenhaus (1995) in a study which used an eye monitoring technique to measure subjects' referential processing in response to spoken instructions. Subjects were seated before a work space with colored shapes and followed instructions such as "Pick up the large red square." When the display contained a smaller red square, subjects were faster to locate the target referent (as measured by eye movement laten-cies) when the instruction placed intonation focus on the word "large." These results suggest that upon hearing the focused word, subjects immediately computed the set of objects in the display that differed only with respect to size and restricted reference to this set as a domain.
Other research shows, albeit less directly, that immediate processing of focus occurs. For instance, in a study looking at eye movements during reading, Birch and Rayner (1997) demonstrate that more time is spent reading NPs that are clefted (i.e., syntactically focused) than identical NPs that occur in presuppositionally neutral sentences. In addition, NPs occurring within the same sentence frame were also allotted more time during reading when a preceding question established the target NP as a focused constituent. An increase in attentional resources to focused material is also manifested by a greater speed and accuracy in a number of tasks. Cutler and Fodor (1976) show that when focus is established by means of varying the content of the preceding question, subjects are faster to respond to a target phoneme occurring at the onset of a focused word than an unfocused word. In addition, the memory representation of a word or phrase appears to be more secure when it is focused than when it is not. Singer (1976) found that recall for words occurring in focused phrases was more accurate than it was for unfocused words that occurred in the same sentences. All of these studies provide corroborating evidence for extremely rapid on-line processing of focus and its semantic consequences.
However, though Ni et al.'s (1996) results seem consistent with other findings involving focus, their effect has been difficult to replicate. While Crain et al. (1996) show similar effects of focus operators, immediate effects of focus are not observed by Paterson, Liversedge, and Underwood (1999) , nor by Clifton, Bock, and Radó (2000) , despite the fact that the latter study used identical materials. The aim of Experiment 1 in the current study is to replicate the Ni et al. (1996) results, with the same materials, but controlling more systematically for focus and definiteness, which were conflated in the original study. Experiments 2 and 3 seek to determine whether the focus effect does indeed reflect the discourse requirements of focus rather than lower level co-occurrence information.
The goal of Experiment 4 is to further examine the effect of focus on syntactic ambiguity from an architectural perspective. While there is considerable evidence showing rapid effects of referential factors, there continues to be some debate as to the architectural constraints on the mechanisms that implement referential knowledge. In particular, there is disagreement about whether referential factors are used to select among simultaneously active competing analyses, or whether they are used to evaluate a single analysis that is projected on structural grounds alone. Proponents of the garden path model (e.g., Frazier, 1987) argue that in examples such as (1) above, the main clause continuation is the default analysis due to its structural simplicity relative to other possible analyses. Experimental situations where no discernible misanalysis effect with reduced relatives is seen are claimed to reflect an extremely efficient use of referential information at the stage of evaluation and reanalysis. In contrast with this view are models that posit the possibility of initially pursuing the reduced relative reading. Constraint-based accounts claim that a conspiracy of factors determines the initial activation of alternative analyses and continues to exert an influence on their relative accessibility over the course of the parse (e.g., MacDonald et al., 1994; . Fully parallel accounts, such as the referential theory (Crain & Steedman, 1985; Altmann & Steedman, 1988; Ni et al., 1996) postulate parallel access of all grammatical alternatives, with rapid use of referential factors in winnowing down the alternatives. In both of these models, it is possible for the reduced relative analysis, but not the main clause analysis, to be pursued at some point prior to the disambiguating region of the sentence. Frazier (1995) has argued that the critical prediction that distinguishes the garden path model from either constraint-based or fully parallel models lies in observing the effects of referential factors on the structures that are generally preferred (e.g., main clauses). The garden path model predicts that misanalysis effects should never occur for temporarily ambiguous sentences that are continued as main clauses, as this is always the sole analysis initially computed. A constraint-based or fully parallel model, on the other hand, predicts that such a misanalysis is possible, as referential factors can cause the processing system to settle on a reduced relative reading as the sole analysis prior to the disambiguation point. While much evidence has been garnered showing that misanalysis effects with reduced relatives can be eliminated under some circumstances, the evidence for misanalysis effects with preferred structures remains scant and not particularly robust. Several studies investigating ambiguous PP attachment have shown longer reading times for normally preferred structures (VP-attached phrases) over normally dispreferred structures (NP-attached phrases) (e.g., Altmann & Steedman, 1988; . However, in these cases, comparisons were made across different structures and lexical content, not with respect to an unambiguous baseline; therefore no direct inferences about misanalysis effects can be made. Pearlmutter and MacDonald (1995) do show evidence for greater difficulty with ambiguous main clauses than unambiguous ones, but only for a subset of the subjects tested. Most relevant for the current study is an experiment reported by Crain et al. (1996) in which main clause continuations (e.g., Only horses raced past the barn but were unable to clear the jump cleanly) were found to take longer than reduced relative continuations with the same lexical content (Only horses raced past the barn were unable to clear the jump cleanly). Comparability of these sentences, however, is still in question, even though the lexical content is identical because the disambiguating string may be less felicitous in one of the continuations than the other. In this case, it is possible that the main clause continuation is surprising not because of misanalysis, but because the focus on horses together with the contrastive conjunction but raises expectations that the second clause will refer to the contrast set for horses (e.g., Only horses were raced past the barn, but ponies were trotted around the ring). A second possibility is that the main clause reading introduces an ambiguity that is not present in the reduced relative continuation with respect to the scope of only such that only horses are asserted to have either the property "raced past the barn" or the conjoined properties "raced past the barn but were unable to clear the jump cleanly." Thus, while suggestive, the results from Crain et al. (1996) are not conclusive, particularly given the difficulties in replicating the focus effect elsewhere.
EXPERIMENT 1
The goal of this experiment was to determine the replicability of the effect of focus on ambiguity resolution reported by Ni et al. (1996) . In addition, it sought to investigate whether this was a legitimate effect of focus or the result of a potential confound with definiteness that was present in their experiments. In particular, the experimental materials confounded definiteness of the noun phrase headed by businessmen with the presence of the focus operator, as can be seen in the sentences in (3) . Given the established effects of definiteness on the resolution of PP-attachment ambiguities (Schelstraete, 1996; , it is possible that the effects attributed to focus in this study were due entirely or in part to the greater presuppositional complexity of definite versus indefinite NPs.
1 In Ni et al.'s (1996) , original study, this possible confound was offset by their design, which also compared reading times for sentences containing prenominal adjectives (e.g., "only wealthy businessmen loaned money at low interest . . ."). Here, the adjectives were predicted to provide the basis for the contrast set, thereby reducing the likelihood that the ambiguous phrase would be interpreted as a modifier. Focus had no effect on reading times in the disambiguating region for sentences containing adjectives, suggesting that definiteness alone was not responsible for the effect. However, given the difficulty reported in previous studies in replicating both the effect of focus and its interaction with adjectives (Clifton et al., 2000; Paterson et al., 1999) , it is important to establish the effects of focus with both definite and indefinite noun phrases.
Method
Participants. Forty-eight undergraduates from the University of Rochester participated in the study. All had normal corrected or uncorrected vision, and all were monolingual native speakers of English. Subjects were recruited by means of posters and solicitations in undergraduate courses and were paid for their participation.
Materials and design. Experimental materials were based on the sentences used by Ni et al., with some crucial differences. Where Ni et al. compared reading times for sentences introduced either by only or the definite determiner the, definiteness and presence of focus were crossed as separate manipulations, yielding the four sentence types exemplified in Table 1 .
Twenty-four experimental sentences were used, with four lists constructed such that each subject read only one version of each of the experimental sentences. In addition, a set of 16 control sentences (based on Ni et al.'s materials) with unambiguous past participles was also tested, with both focus and definiteness manipulations. Unlike in Ni et al., sentences with prenominal adjectives were not tested. Examples of both experimental and control sentences are given in Table 1 .
The experimental and control sentences were interspersed with a set of 56 filler sentences involving a variety of constructions (but not reduced relative clauses), yielding a total of 96 sentences in the experiment. This set was preceded by a practice set of 10 sentences to familiarize subjects with the task.
Procedure. The procedure differed somewhat from the Ni et al. study, which involved a wordby-word grammaticality judgment task, such that as each word accumulated on a screen, subjects were to indicate by pressing a Yes or No button whether each new word resulted in a grammatical or ungrammatical string. The present experiment did not involve a decision task. Rather, the task was a simple moving window self-paced reading time study. Stimuli were presented on an IBM clone with a Digitry board and button box. Subjects pressed a button to begin a trial, at which time a row of dashes appeared on the screen. A dash represented each character in the sentence, while spaces and punctuation were revealed. Subjects then pressed a different button to present each phrase of the sentence in a noncumulative fashion. All of the sentences were grammatical, and subjects were simply told to read through the sentences at a natural pace and to read closely enough to answer the questions that followed many of the sentences. Including a practice ses- The criminals / taken into custody / at the riot / were not / released / the next day. Definite-focus
Only the criminals / taken into custody / at the riot / were not / released / the next day. Indefinite-no focus Criminals / taken into custody / at the riot / were not / released / the next day. Indefinite-focus
Only criminals / taken into custody / at the riot / were not / released / the next day.
Note. Presentation regions are indicated by slashes.
sion of 10 trials and a short debriefing, the entire session lasted approximately 30 min. In order to ensure that subjects were attending to the content of the sentences, one-third of the sentences were followed by comprehension questions, and subjects were given immediate feedback regarding the accuracy of their responses. Data were kept only from subjects who scored 85% or higher on the comprehension questions. In this particular study, all subjects who performed the task achieved this level, hence, no data were discarded.
Results
Mean reading times for temporarily ambiguous sentences are shown in Table 2 .
2 Analyses of variance were conducted with both subjects and items as random variables. Two-way ANOVAs with definiteness and focus as factors revealed two interesting effects of focus. First, sentences including the focus operator only took longer to read at the ambiguous past participle (Region 1). This difference was significant both by subjects [F 1 Furthermore, there was no interaction of focus and definiteness. Table 3 shows the reading times for the unambiguous control sentences, with identical manipulations of focus and definiteness. An analysis of variance revealed no significant main effects of definiteness or focus or any interaction between definiteness and focus in contrast to the main effect of focus observed for the ambiguous sentences in both the ambiguous and disambiguating regions.
Discussion
The results of this experiment provide clear confirmation of the existence of focus-related effects on the resolution of structural ambiguity. Focus affected reading times in both the ambiguous and disambiguating regions of the ex- 2 Reading times for the final region are not reported as the program used to collect reading times did not record reading times for sentence-final region. 3 This seems generally consistent with the results reported in Ni (1991) involving definiteness manipulations. It is possible that definiteness had relatively subtle effects here because of the extreme general bias for main clauses over reduced relative clauses. This is consistent with the findings of Spivey-Knowlton and , in which definiteness was found to have robust effects only when verbs did not exert a strong bias in favor of the preferred reading. perimental sentences, with no such effects observed in the control sentences. In the ambiguous region, sentences with focus took longer to read than sentences without focus. There are two possible explanations for this effect. First, it could be the case that the presence of focus increased the availability of the reduced relative reading, thereby increasing competition in this region between the two alternatives. However, the evidence for this is not strong: although there was no significant effect of focus in this region for unambiguous sentences, numerically, similar patterns held for both the ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. Focus yielded an increase of 44 ms in Region 1 for ambiguous sentences and 31 ms in unambiguous sentences. A more plausible explanation, therefore, is that the effect of focus was due to the attempt to establish appropriate contrast sets, which needed to be accommodated in the discourse model for sentences with focus. In the disambiguating region, the focus effect (resulting in faster reading times for sentences with focus) supports the claim that focus makes the reduced relative clause reading more accessible. Presumably, the fact that focus requires a contrast makes it important to identify material that can be understood as contrastive, a function that can be readily served by modification. The experiment successfully demonstrates that the effects of focus found by Ni et al. were not driven entirely by the definiteness of the determiner, as the present study showed slight, but nonsignificant, effects of definiteness and robust effects of focus.
It is necessary to resolve the data presented in this article with earlier failures to replicate the focus effects found by Ni et al. (1996) . For instance, in an eyetracking study by Paterson et al. (1999) , it was found that while the presence of a focus operator in the target sentence resulted in faster overall reading times for ambiguous reduced relative clauses, there was no difference in first-pass reading times for sentences containing focus versus sentences beginning with the. These materials differed from Ni et al.'s in that they all involved "short" reduced relative clauses with a postverbal NP immediately following the ambiguous verb (e.g., "Only actresses passed a bouquet . . ."), whereas the Ni et al. materials contained a large number of reduced relatives with postverbal PPs (e.g., "The boxers punched hard in the early rounds . . ."). Paterson et al. argued that for sentences such as the latter example, the preferred expectation at the ambiguous verb punched is for a main clause reading with a direct object. This expectation was already overturned at the PP in the early rounds, prior to the point where a reduced relative reading became inevitable. Hence, effects of focus with examples such as these were argued to take place at some point after the initial expectation for a main clause verb ϩ NP direct object had been discarded and were claimed to be due to reanalysis rather than initial expectations. These data, as pointed out by Paterson et al. are consistent with either a garden path account or constraint-based approach. Under a constraint-based account, the difference between data for short versus longer reduced relatives may reflect an asymmetry in the relative expectations for each analysis. When the decision point is between a main clause verb ϩ direct object analysis and a reduced relative analysis, the very strong general preference for the former may be insufficient to allow focus effects to reverse this expectation. However, when the decision point involves the reduced relative analysis competing with a somewhat less overwhelming preference for the main clause ϩ PP analysis, effects of focus can be seen to have a stronger effect. Indeed, a post hoc norming task confirmed that the off-line biases for the sets of materials differed. When subjects were required to provide a completion for the ambiguous fragments of the Paterson et al. materials, reduced relative completions were produced 10% of the time. The materials used in Experiment 1, by contrast, yielded reduced relative completions 24% of the time. This difference was significant [F(1,9) ϭ 19.43; p Ͻ .01], suggesting that the inherent expectations of the sets of materials alone could be responsible for the apparent conflict in focus effects.
More puzzling, however, is the study by Clifton et al. (2000) . Their reading time study failed to replicate Ni et al.'s (1996) results using identical materials and fillers and showed that ambiguous reduced relative clauses were read more slowly than unambiguous reduced relative clauses regardless of focus marking. A selfpaced grammatical judgment task using the same materials yielded an effect of focus; however, this effect did not interact with the presence of adjectives in the stimuli as in the original Ni et al. study. The discrepancy between these results and those of both Ni et al. (1996) and Experiment 1, which also used Ni et al.'s experimental items, is difficult to explain, as no possible explanation can be found in differences in materials. It is possible that systematic differences among individuals or between populations underlie conflicting experimental data; while psycholinguistic research in the past decade has successfully identified various pertinent sources of variation among different tokens of similar sentence types, little remains known about the impact of individual variation on commonly used psycholinguistic tasks.
Leaving architectural questions aside for the moment (to be taken up in Experiment 4), let us turn now to the question of the mechanism responsible for the focus effects. What exactly is it about the requirement for the word only to establish a contrast set that leads to an anticipation of modification in the ambiguous string? After all, the modifier is not the only unit in the sentence that could be focused. It is possible for the head noun to be focused, eliciting a contrast between businessmen and some other group of individuals (e.g., "Only the businessmen loaned money at low interest-the bank representatives did not"). Presumably there is some reason why this analysis is not pursued in favor of an analysis in which the noun modifier is the focused constituent. One possibility is that this is driven by a fairly low-level correlation between constituent type and focus. For instance, it has been observed that there is an asymmetry between subjects and predicates in terms of the packaging of information as new or given (see Li, 1976) . Perhaps a similar asymmetry between heads and modifiers exists such that, when there is a focus operator, it is more likely to be associated with a modifier than a head. Hence, a simple frequency-based correlation between focus and modification could result in the bias toward a reduced relative reading observed in Experiment 1. Alternatively, the results could reflect a process of mapping referents that are evoked by linguistic expressions directly and immediately to a discourse model. Under such a scenario, the relationship between focus marking and facilitation of the reduced relative reading comes about by virtue of the fact that, when no appropriate contrast has been supplied, it is easier to set up the contrast with respect to the property denoted by the modifier than the property denoted by the head noun. In other words, it is easier to establish a contrast between two kinds of businessmen rather than between businessmen and some other set of individuals. Notice that in both cases, the precise property that is being contrasted is implicit. The claim would be that it is easier to establish this implicit property vis-à-vis the modifier rather than the head noun. This is the explanation proposed by Ni et al. (1995) .
These two general accounts differ in their predictions of focus effects on ambiguity resolution when preceding context sets up an explicit contrast. If the focus effects are grounded in discourse-based processing, it should be possible to eliminate such effects by means of discourse context manipulations. If, on the other hand, they reflect low-level correlations between focus operators and modification, discourse context should not affect the effect of focus on processing ambiguous sentences. Experiment 2 was designed to test these competing predictions.
EXPERIMENT 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to determine whether the effects of focus on the resolution of temporary ambiguities can be altered depending on the discourse referents that are available in the context, as would be predicted by a discourse-based explanation. In particular, it was hypothesized that the inclusion of an explicit contrast in the discourse context would have the effect of eliminating the facilitatory effect of focus on reading of reduced relatives. For instance, in the example below, the discourse context introduces the two sets secretaries and accountants. The italicized fragment contains the focus marker only and hence requires that a contrast set be established. Given the availability of a contrast to the head noun (accountants), a discourse-based explanation would predict that there should be no reason to anticipate modification of the head noun in search of a contrasting property. Thus, it is predicted that in these contexts, the main clause reading should be favored, leading to a garden path, despite the presence of focus. On the other hand, a context sentence such as the one in (6) fails to establish an explicit contrast: (6) All the secretaries in the company were made to take a tough computing course. Only the secretaries prepared for the exam. . . .
Here, the requirement for a contrast set by the focus operator, combined with the lack of an available contrast to the head noun, should result in the expectation of additional modificational material in the noun phrase to provide a contrasting property. Thus, the prediction is that the two discourse contexts should result in different parsing preferences for the temporarily ambiguous sentences.
Method
Participants. Fifty-six undergraduates from Brown University participated in the study. All had normal corrected or uncorrected vision, and all were monolingual native speakers of English. Subjects were recruited by means of posters and solicitations in undergraduate courses and were paid for their participation.
Materials and design. The experiment used sentences that were introduced by the focus operator only and contained a temporary reduced relative/main clause ambiguity. Two experimental manipulations were involved. The clause type manipulation determined whether the sentence was completed as a reduced relative or a main clause. The context manipulation determined whether a contrast set was present in the sentence preceding the target. Sample materials are shown in Table 4 .
Twenty-four experimental sentences were randomly ordered and included in the reading time study, with four lists constructed such that each subject read only one version of each of the experimental sentences. Fifty-six filler trials were included and interspersed through the lists. The lists were constructed such that at most two experimental items appeared consecutively. In order to allow subjects to reach a steady reading 4 It should be noted that the context manipulation here was substantively different from the one typically used to test claims of the Referential Theory (e.g., Altmann & Steedman, 1988) . In such experiments, the context typically introduces multiple potential antecedents for a definite noun phrase, resulting in a violation of the uniqueness expectations for definite noun phrases. In the current experiment, no indeterminacy of reference was created; the subject always had a uniquely identifiable antecedent set. Rather, the context manipulated whether a set contrasting with the subject was present, which is relevant specifically to the constraints on focus operators. rhythm prior to encountering experimental items, the first eight items in each list were filler items.
Procedure. Stimuli were presented on a PowerMacintosh 6500 and responses made directly to the keyboard. The task was a moving window self-paced reading task, with a procedure similar to that in Experiment 1. Subjects pressed a key to begin a trial, at which time the context sentence appeared on the screen. The next button press revealed a row of dashes and spaces corresponding to the characters and spaces in the target sentence. Subjects then pressed a different button to present each phrase of the sentence in a noncumulative fashion. As in the previous experiment, all of the sentences were grammatical, and subjects were simply told to read through the sentences at a natural pace and to read closely enough to answer the questions that followed many of the sentences. Including a practice session of 10 trials and a short debriefing, the entire session lasted approximately 30 min.
Comprehension questions followed 24 of the trials, with immediate feedback provided on each trial. Together with a practice session of 10 trials and a debriefing, the session lasted approximately 30 min. All of the subjects who entered into the study met the 85% criterion for accuracy on comprehension questions and were included in the data analysis.
Results
Results of the reading time study are shown in Table 5 . Analyses of variance (2 ϫ 2) with clause type and context as factors were carried out with both subjects and items as random variables. No significant main effects or interactions were found at Region 1 (the past participle). However, at Region 2, the second phrase in the ambiguous region, there was a main effect of context that was significant by subjects [F 1 (1,55) 
Discussion
Experiment 2 was designed to determine whether focus effects on ambiguity resolution arise from on-line discourse interpretation. The results suggest that this is indeed the case. First, context resulted in a significantly longer reading times at Region 2 (part of the ambiguous region) when the discourse context did not contain a salient contrast set. This is reminiscent of the effect of the focus operator in the ambiguous region in Experiment 1. It was argued above that this effect was unlikely to be a competition effect, as there was a similar (but nonsignificant) difference in reading times for the unambiguous control sentences. In the current experiment, no unambiguous controls were used, and hence it is not possible to distinguish between a competition effect in this region and an effect of difficulty of integrating the focused sentence fragment with a discourse for which no appropriate contrast exists. Either interpretation leads to the conclusion that the interpretation of focus is attempted incrementally and in consultation with the available discourse context.
Most pertinent to the question regarding the nature of the focus effect on ambiguity resolution are the reading times in the disambiguating region, which yielded a significant interaction between discourse context and clause type: Relative preferences for main clause continuations emerged when a contrast could be established directly from the explicit discourse context. This pattern was reversed for sentences following contexts when no such contrast was made explicitly available. Thus, although the planned comparisons of reduced relative continuations across contexts resulted in only marginal significance by subjects in Region 3 (and nonsignificance by items), the fact that opposite effects of context were seen in the main clause continuations suggests that the presence or absence of potential contrast sets in the discourse context has a direct impact on the analysis of the ambiguity. It should be noted, however, that the context effects were not entirely symmetrical for the main clause and reduced relative continuations. In particular, the context effect was more robust for main clause continuations, and persisted right up to the end of the sentence (Region 5), where a considerable elevation in reading times was seen for main clause continuations with no appropriately established discourse contrast set. By contrast, no difference in reading times was observed beyond Region 3 for reduced relative continuations. This suggests that an additional factor of difficulty, over and above the potential pursuit of incorrect analyses, may have occurred in main clause sentences. Indeed, these sentences are contextually odd in that no appropriate means for establishing contrast is provided at all throughout the discourse. In contrast, the reduced relative continuations offer modification as a way to establish contrast when it is not provided explicitly in the discourse. Hence, the main clause readings maintain a global infelicity with respect to the satisfaction of the discourse constraints of focus operators. It is possible that some or all of the context effect observed with the main clause constructions was due to this effect. This point is addressed in the design of Experiment 4, in which ambiguous main clause constructions with focus operators are compared to unambiguous ones, controlling for pragmatic felicity effects.
Thus, Experiment 2 provides suggestive evidence that focus effects on ambiguity resolution are driven by the on-line integration of focused sentences with preceding context. If the effects of focus were driven by lower level correlations between the presence of focus marking and modification, we would not expect to find modulating effects of context. The claim that focus operators interact with discourse context to drive processing expectations naturally predicts that the effects of Experiment 2 crucially depend on the presence of the focus operator and are not induced by the differences in referential context alone. Thus, whether an alternative set exists for the first noun encountered in the target sentence should have no impact when the sentence does not involve the marking of focus and hence does not require an alternative set to be computed. In such a case, there is no pressure to interpret the ambiguous string as involving modification when no contrast set is present. This prediction was tested in Experiment 3.
EXPERIMENT 3

Method
Participants. Twenty-eight undergraduate and graduate students (from unrelated disciplines) were recruited at the Brown University campus by means of posters. All were monolingual native English speakers, over 18 years of age, with normal corrected or uncorrected vision, and none had participated in either of the previous experiments. They were paid for their participation.
Materials and design. Experiment 3 used the same experimental items and fillers as in Experiment 2 above with one significant change: The target sentences in Experiment 3 did not include a focus operator. Hence, target sentences sets manipulating the context (presence vs absence of an alternative set) and clause type (main clause vs reduced relative) always began with a definite subject NP (e.g., The secretaries prepared. . .).
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 2 above. Table 6 for each region. Reading times within each region were submitted to a 2ϫ2 ANOVA with clause type and context as factors and subjects and items as random variables.
Results
Reading times for Experiment 3 are shown in
At region 1 (the past participle) the main effect of context was significant by subjects only [F 1 (1,27) ϭ 4.60, MSE ϭ 3204, p Ͻ .05; F 2 (1,23) ϭ 2.60, MSE ϭ 4859, p Ͼ .1], with slightly longer reading times when the context contained a contrast set. This result was not predicted and does not have a clear explanation-it is possible that higher reading times in the contrast-present contexts occurred at the past participle because of expectations that the second sentence would refer back to both sets of entities introduced in the first sentence. There was no effect of clause type and no interaction (all Fs Ͻ 1). At Region 2, there were no significant main effects or interactions in either the subjects or items analyses (all Fs Ͻ 1). At Region 3, the first region of the disambiguating phrase, there was a robust effect of clause type [F 1 (1, 27) 
Discussion
Reading times for the same experimental materials as those used in Experiment 2, but omitting the focus operator, showed a strikingly different pattern in Experiment 3, in both the ambiguous and disambiguating regions. In the ambiguous region, Experiment 2 yielded faster reading times (in region 2) when the context sentence contained a contrast set to the subject of the second sentence. When only was omitted in Experiment 3, this result did not obtain-in fact, there was a slight main effect of context in the other direction (region 1). In the disambiguating region, the presence of a contrast set for Experiment 2 resulted in faster reading times for the reduced relative continuation and slower reading times for the main clause. In the current experiment, however, reduced relatives were read more slowly than main clauses regardless of context. These results lend further support to the claim that focus particles and discourse context jointly conspire in rapid on-line processing of syntactic ambiguities, as argued by Ni et al. (1996) . Thus, while Experiment 1 confirms that the presence of a focus particle affects processing expectations, Experiments 2 and 3 demonstrate the context sensitivity of the effect of focus.
While Experiments 2 and 3 together show evidence of discourse contrast effects and, more generally, effects of referential factors on ambiguity resolution, they do not directly address more general architectural questions. Much debate has surrounded the issue of exactly how various sources of information interact in the human language processing system. Proponents of the garden path model have long argued that the parser initially pursues a single analysis; referential context effects are attributed to effects of subsequent evaluation and reanalysis of the initial parse. On the other hand, the proponents of constraint-based or fully parallel models suggest that the parser makes available in parallel all possible analyses of an ambiguous string, with referential factors used to rapidly select one analysis over another. As discussed at length by Frazier (1995) the predictions of the garden path model and those of the constraintbased and fully parallel models are difficult to distinguish in many situations. In particular, most research showing effects of referential context has demonstrated that misanalysis effects for dispreferred structures (e.g., reduced relative clauses) can be eliminated via referential context. That is, ambiguous materials resolved in favor of the dispreferred parse can be shown to pose no greater difficulty than fully unambiguous materials of the same structure. According to Frazier, these results are consistent with either a parallel model or a garden path model in which evaluation and recovery from a misanalysis can occur quickly enough to elude detection with current experimental techniques. The crucial prediction made by parallel models is one in which selection of the normally dispreferred parse (e.g., reduced relative) takes place, with evidence of a misanalysis effect for the normally preferred parse (e.g., main clause).
It is tempting to interpret the results of Experiments 2 and 3 as indicating that misanalysis effects occur just in case the context fails to include a relevant contrast set and the target sentence contains focus, as there was a significant crossover interaction in Experiment 2. However, it is not valid to directly compare reading times for reduced relative versus main clause continuations, as the two clause types differed not only in length, but also content. The purpose of Experiment 4, therefore, was to create an experimental situation that could test more directly for misanalysis effects with normally preferred (main clause) continuations in order to elucidate the underlying architectural mechanisms.
EXPERIMENT 4
Experiment 4 was designed to determine whether a misanalysis effect would be induced for a main clause continuation of a temporarily ambiguous sentence. Ambiguous main clause sentences (7a) were compared to unambiguous main clause sentences, as in (7b) below: (7) There were hundreds of dogs entered into the canine show.
(7a) Only the dogs/walked past/the judges/before they came back/to the ring/for the show.
(7b) Only the dogs/ran past/the judges/before they came back/to the ring/for the show.
For both versions of the sentences, there was a context sentence in which no explicit contrast to the subject noun was provided. The subject noun was introduced with the focus operator only, indicating that a contrast needed to be established somewhere in the discourse model. A direct comparison between the two sentence types here was possible because in both cases, pragmatic difficulty was expected to arise due to the lack of an explicit contrast combined with the requirement of the focus operator to establish a contrast set. Of interest was whether there would be an effect of ambiguity such that initial consideration of a reduced relative reading, which would provide a plausible contrast, ultimately results in a misanalysis effect in the disambiguating region over and above any global pragmatic difficulty with the sentence.
In addition, a pair of control conditions was included to insure that any differences between (7a) and (7b) could be safely attributed to an effect of ambiguity rather than differences in the plausibility of the main clause continuations for the two contrasting verbs. In the control conditions, both versions of the sentence unambiguously signaled a main clause due to morphological tense marking, as illustrated in (8) below: (8) There were hundreds of dogs entered into the canine show.
(8a) Only the dogs/had/run past/the judges/before they came back/to the ring/for the show.
(8b) Only the dogs/had/walked past/the judges/before they came back/to the ring/for the show.
Method
Participants. A total of 104 undergraduates from Brown University participated in the tasks involving both the critical and control conditions. Fifty-two participated in the critical versions and 52 in the control versions of the experiment. Of the former 52, two subjects failed to meet the 85% accuracy criterion and hence were excluded from the study. All subjects had normal corrected or uncorrected vision, and all were monolingual native speakers of English. Subjects were recruited by means of posters and solicitations in undergraduate courses and were paid for their participation. None of them had participated in any of the previous experiments.
Materials and design. The critical conditions of this experiment used context sentence and target sentences that were introduced by the focus operator only, as in (7) above. Half of the sentences contained a temporary reduced relative/main clause ambiguity, whereas the other half did not, as the main verb was morphologically unambiguous. A single experimental manipulation of Ambiguity was involved, with two lists constructed such that each subject saw only one version of the experimental items. The materials for the control conditions were taken directly from the critical conditions, with one significant change: Rather than occurring in the simple past tense, the verbs occurred in the present perfect, thereby eliminating any potential ambiguity for those verbs that were ambiguous in the critical conditions. In some cases, the context sentence was changed slightly so as to result in more natural flow of tense information between the first and second sentence; however, the crucial lexical content of both context and target sentences remained identical across critical and control conditions. Sample materials, indicating presentation chunks, are shown in Table 7 .
Note that the resulting target sentences in this experiment were all resolved as main clause sentences, whereas the added Clause Type manipulation in the previous experiments guaranteed that half of the ambiguous sentences were completed as reduced relative clauses. In order to avoid a disproportionate number of sentences involving focus that continued as simple past tense main clauses, 16 filler sentences for each list were constructed so as to introduce a temporarily ambiguous sentence with only, but continued as a reduced relative. Each of the resulting lists had the following composition: 16 experimental items with only: 16 "mimicking" filler items containing focus and ambiguity, but resolved as reduced relatives; 12 sentences containing full passives; 4 (temporarily ambiguous) reduced relative clauses containing no focus operator; and 40 sentences in the active voice, involving a variety of structures (e.g., modification, various types of complements, and subordinate clauses). A total of 88 sentences comprised each list. The first 8 sentences in each list were filler items.
The experimental items were derived from a subset of those used in Experiment 2. As the design of this experiment required that there be an unambiguous control for each experimental sentence, 16 items were chosen for which it was possible to identify a morphologically unambiguous verb of roughly the same meaning and that could be continued in exactly the same way as the original sentence. The 16 best sentences that fit these constraints were selected. The ex- Only the dogs / ran past / the judges / before they came back / to the ring / for the show.
Control conditions
Ambiguous-matched Only the dogs / had / walked past / the judges / before they came back / to the ring / for the show.
Unambiguous-matched
Only the dogs / had/run past / the judges / before they came back / to the ring / for the show.
perimental sentences are provided in full in the Appendix.
Procedure. The experimental procedure was the same as for Experiments 2 and 3 above. 
Results
Discussion
The results of Experiment 4 indicate that it is possible to observe misanalysis effects for normally preferred structures. Experiment 4 showed evidence of slowed reading times in the disambiguating region of a temporary ambiguity that was resolved in favor of a main clause reading. No such slowing occured in the control conditions, where the same verbs were used, but all in unambiguous form. This suggests that the difference found in the critical conditions can be attributed to the effect of ambiguity between the conditions. This is a striking result, because it has typically been difficult even to override misanalysis effects for reduced relative continuations, with a number of studies suggesting the asymmetry between the main clause/reduced relative readings to be particularly dramatic (Britt, Perfetti, Garrod, & Rayner, 1992; Frazier & Clifton, 1996; MacDonald et al., 1994; Paterson et al., 1999) . The results of the current experiment support a parsing theory in which referential factors can bias the parser to pursue a reduced relative interpretation and not simply help to recover from an initial analysis of a main clause. As such, it constitutes some strong evidence against the garden path model.
It is worth considering whether the pattern of results obtained here is consistent with an initial main clause bias and very rapid revision occurring prior to the grammatically disambiguating region, presumably on the basis of evaluation and rejection of the main clause analysis as incompatible with the context during the ambiguous region. However, this seems exceedingly unlikely, as it would be necessary for the parser to identify the analysis as incompatible with the context, decide to reject it, and identify the correct analysis, all at no discernible cost, even though later detection of inconsistency with the result of this reanalysis does result in a reading time penalty. Given the generally robust links between reading times and detection of anomaly, the evidence does not favor the reanalysis view.
Given that the results of Experiment 4 argue against a parsing model in which the main clause is the only analysis initially pursued, the next question at hand is whether there is any evidence that both analyses are initially pursued. A fully parallel model stipulates that all grammatically consistent analyses are available at some point, perhaps with rapid winnowing of alternatives. A limited parallelism, constraint-based account predicts weighted parallel availability of more than one alternative as long as the evidence does not overwhelmingly support one analysis relative to another. Given the generally exceedingly strong bias in favor of a main clause and against a reduced relative interpretation, it seems reasonable to expect that the evidence provided by referential factors alone would not be sufficient to completely inhibit the main clause reading. If this is the case, it is important to look for evidence of parallel access in these experiments as further evidence of processing models that build in some degree of parallelism. The most straightforward prediction is that ambiguous sentences should show some greater processing cost at the point of ambiguity as compared to unambiguous sentences. The validity of this prediction appears to be supported by evidence from lexical processing of longer reading times for lexically ambiguous words (Rayner & Duffy, 1986) . Experiment 4, which compared temporary ambiguous and unambiguous sentences, provides the appropriate testing ground. However, there appears to be no evidence for parallel access of multiple readings in the ambiguous region of the sentence. Region 1 (the verb itself) shows no significant differences between ambiguous and unambiguous verbs. While this comparison in itself is not completely informative, as differences in frequency and length could have obscured any potential differences due to ambiguity, the fact that no differences emerged in the unambiguous control conditions either suggests that the baseline response times for the verbs used across ambiguous and unambiguous conditions were equivalent. In addition, Region 2, which contains identical material in the two conditions, did not yield any differences in reading times due to ambiguity. It is difficult to know precisely how such a lack of effect should be interpreted. Some researchers have questioned whether there should be any appreciable processing cost to parallel access of multiple interpretations, particularly if a winnowing process rapidly takes place (e.g., Altmann & Steedman, 1988) . It is possible that current experimental techniques simply do not have the capability to measure increases in processing cost that might be arise out of the representation of multiple alternatives. Constraintbased models generally make a somewhat finer grained prediction with respect to parallelism and processing costs. In particular, processing difficulty is linked to the degree of competition, or equal distribution of evidence, between the alternative readings. Thus, a situation where one reading is heavily favored over another is not predicted to result in appreciable costs, whereas the competition between two equally favored analyses is. However, to date, there is little clear and direct evidence for parallel access. For example, Traxler, Pickering, and Clifton (1998) find no evidence of competition effects, but see Spivey and Tanenhaus (1998) for arguments that consideration of experimental materials on an item-by-item basis reveals a correlation between relative biases of alternative readings and evidence of difficulty in the ambiguous region. [For further discussion of issues in empirically de-tecting evidence for parallel construction of syntactic alternatives, see Gibson & Pearlmutter (2000) and Lewis (2000) .]
One reason why evidence for parallel access is difficult to observe through differences in reading time is that reading time as a measure reflects a number of different factors, making it extremely difficult to isolate differences that are due to the simultaneous activation and competition of parsing alternatives. In Experiment 4, for instance, a parallel account predicts there should be some processing cost associated with the ambiguous region for sentences that contain ambiguity. However, it is possible that such an effect is present, but masked by pragmatic processing factors. Consider, for instance, the example discourse: There were hundreds of dogs entered into the show. Only the dogs ran past the judges . . . . At this point in the sentence, though the fragment is unambiguous due to the verb's morphology, it is pragmatically anomalous due to the fact that no accessible contrast exists for the dogs. In the ambiguous version, on the other hand, where the ambiguous region could be interpreted as a modifier with the function of establishing contrast, the reader is not confronted with the pragmatic anomaly until the reduced relative reading becomes inconsistent with incoming linguistic input later on in the sentence. Thus, the unambiguous sentences may represent a trade-off between lack of ambiguity and pragmatic anomaly, with increased processing due to the pragmatic anomaly counteracting any possible effect of increased processing due to multiple access. In principle, it should be possible to tease apart pragmatic anomaly effects from parallel access by conducting additional comparisons between unambiguous materials either with or without the pragmatic anomalies introduced by the context here as well as between ambiguous and unambiguous sentences. The difficult task of evaluating evidence for parallel access remains one for future research.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This study provides strong evidence for the on-line use of semantic interpretation of focus and its influence on syntactic ambiguity resolution. Experiment 1 indicated that effects of focus on the resolution of syntactic ambiguity occurred even when the definiteness of the focused noun phrase was controlled for. Sentences containing focus operators reliably resulted in faster reading times when the ambiguous sentence was continued as a reduced relative clause, with no reliable effects due to the definiteness of the noun phrase. These results confirm those reported in Ni et al. (1996) regarding the effects of focus marking on the processing of main clause/reduced relative ambiguities.
Experiment 2 was designed to determine whether the focus effects were due to the identification of contrast sets against a discourse model or whether they were driven by sentenceinternal associations of focus marking with noun modification. Focus-marked sentences were preceded by context sentences which either explicitly established a contrast set for the head subject noun or failed to do so. A crossover interaction between the contextual manipulation and the continuation of the ambiguous sentence as either a reduced relative or main clause was found. The reading of main clause continuations was numerically faster when an explicit contrast set was contextually provided than when it was not, and the reverse pattern was true for reduced relative continuations. These results demonstrate the context sensitivity of the focus-marking effect and support Ni et al.'s contention that effects of focus are driven by the same kinds of mechanisms that have previously been used to explain effects of referential context on sentences without focus marking.
Experiment 3 provided further evidence that the discourse effects apparent in Experiment 2 result crucially from the presence of focus and its discourse requirements. No context effects were seen when materials identical to those in Experiment 2 were used, but without focus marking in the target sentence. Sentences that continued as main clauses were faster to be read than sentences continuing as reduced relatives, regardless of whether the preceding context contained a contrast set.
Finally, Experiment 4 was designed to directly test the hypothesis that the referential effects would induce an expectation for noun modification in ambiguous sentences yielding a misanalysis effect when the sentence was continued as a main clause. This has been argued to be the data pattern that would most effectively discriminate between a serial garden path model of processing and models in which the reduced relative clause is activated immediately. In the latter models, referential factors are used immediately to either bias the activation of the reduced relative alternative or to rapidly reject the main clause reading. It was found that, in contexts which failed to establish an explicit contrast set for the subject noun, evidence of misanalysis effects in main clause readings were found. When the main verb was morphologically ambiguous, subjects took longer to read the disambiguating region (as well as the following region) than when the verb's morphology indicated that only a main clause reading was possible. A pair of control conditions, which used the same verbs as those in the critical conditions, but both in morphologically unambiguous form, yielded no difference, suggesting that the effect is attributable to the ambiguity of the verbs in the critical conditions.
It is worth commenting on the strength and rapidity of the referential effects found in Experiment 4, which were sufficiently compelling to induce a misanalysis effect for the normally preferred main clause structure. In the past, researchers have expressed skepticism that referential factors such as those observed by Crain and Steedman (1985) could be used quickly enough to influence the early stages of parsing. This view appears to be based on the belief that the application of purely pragmatic knowledge is excessively computationally costly. For instance, Clifton and Ferreira (1989) argued that a referential account of garden path effects requires a commitment to the view that information derived via conversational implicature can be used sufficiently rapidly to influence parsing decisions, a commitment they viewed as untenable. More generally, the linguistic and psycholinguistic communities have assumed a sharp distinction between knowledge that is directly associated with the syntactic and semantic combinatorial properties of language and interpretive aspects that are pragmatic in nature. However, a linguistic investigation of focus has revealed an intriguing interdependence between contextually driven pragmatic considerations and core linguistic meaning. It is true that many uses of focus seem to have purely pragmatic consequences, yielding presuppositional or discourse coherence effects, as is the case in the examples below:
(9a) CLINTON wants to play the saxophone with Havel.
(9b) Clinton wants to play the saxophone with HAVEL.
Sentences (9a) and (9b) would be felicitous in different contexts, with different background assumptions about the conversational goals and topics, but compositionally, they yield identical interpretations. However, as was pointed out by Rooth (1985 Rooth ( , 1992 there are situations where the placement of focus has consequences for the compositional meaning of a sentence and yields different truth conditions, as is illustrated in the following examples: If some officer, on some occasion escorted a person who was not a ballerina, sentence (11a) is false, but sentence (11b) may well be true. Thus, focus placement can have direct consequences for determining the domain of quantification, resulting in differences in truth conditions [see von Fintel (1994) for a detailed discussion of focus effects on quantification]. Using the term coined by Jackendoff (1972) , Rooth suggests that certain types of operators "associate" with focus such that the interpretation of the sentence is dependent on the identification of a focused element. The meaning of a focused sentence, then, relies crucially on identifying the location of focus. This determines which part of the sentence is to be understood as belonging to the backgrounded portion of the sentence and which constituent should be used as the basis for computing the contrast set. Once the focused element is identified, the actual contrast set must be established in consultation with contextual information. Thus, the set of contrasting entities for a sentence such as (11a) might be contextually constrained to include only opera singers and cabaret dancers. The actual contextually supplied contrast set contributes directly the truth-conditional meaning of the sentence. The assertion would mean something different if the contrast set included actresses as well. Specifically, it would be false if on some occasion officers escorted actresses only if actresses were part of the contrast set. A semantic characterization of focus, then, highlights the degree to which a meaningful interpretation of sentences with focus operators depends on accessing contextual information. In written sentences, the context dependence is even greater, as there is no prosodic information to determine the location of focus. In such a situation, the contextual availability of potentially contrasting entities serves as a means for determining the likely location of focus. Given that determining the placement of focus, as well as identifying the contrast set is required in order to understand the assertion that is being made, the pressure on the language processing system to interrogate contextual information becomes apparent.
Experiment 4 provides just the sort of situation where one would expect to observe the most heavy use of context in on-line processing: a situation in which there is both strongly constraining contextual information and the presence of a linguistic device that requires contact with contextual information in order for the meaning of the sentence to be computed. The results of Experiment 4 show that this confluence of factors is jointly sufficient to induce a misanalysis effect for even such strongly preferred structures as main clauses.
The finding of context-sensitive focus effects in these experiments points to a number of interesting questions. Specifically, while these experiments demonstrate the rapid effects of contextual dependence on identifying focus location and establishing contrast sets, it is not understood precisely what mechanisms govern the establishment of contrast sets themselves. Ni et al. (1996) state that in the absence of explicit context, it is more parsimonious to establish contrast by partitioning an already entered discourse set rather than to infer the presence of a set contrasting with this one. That is, given a fragment such as "Only businessmen loaned money. . .," the claim is that inferring two contrasting properties to subsets of businessmen requires less processing effort than inferring a set of entities to contrast with businessmen. It is not immediately intuitive why this should be so. In both cases, some set and its relevant properties must be inferred, whether it be a set of businessmen with some property distinct from having been loaned money or some set of entities that have some property distinct from being businessmen. Crain, Ni, and Conway (1994) suggest that the bias is an example of a very general parsing principle that favors the interpretation that is true in the broadest number of contexts in order to avoid undoing commitments such that a particular scenario that has been rejected as false must upon revision be considered true. In this case, when faced with Only horses raced past the barn fell, the interpretation that places focus on horses (i.e., nothing but horses fell) is true for a narrower set of situations than placing focus on raced past the barn (i.e., No horses other than those raced past the barn fell). However, this general principle does not seem to hold for some other well-known parsing preferences. Consider the fragment While Mary mended the sock. . ., which has been shown to have a strong bias in favor of a reading where the sock is a verbal complement (e.g., While Mary mended the sock, she hummed a tune) versus the reading where the sock is the subject of a second clause (e.g., While Mary mended the sock fell of her lap). This bias is exactly the reverse of what is predicted by Crain et al.'s (1994) minimal commitment principle, as the former reading is true in a subset of the situations for which the latter is true.
An alternative view of the mechanisms determining focus interpretation is that the particular contrast set is determined by the ease of inferring the opposition between focused and alternative entities or properties. Thus, if a contrast to horses is readily inferable, this will be the preferred contrast set, whereas if there is no readily inferable contrast set, the contrast will be established by partitioning the set of horses. 5 In the absence of a more explicit theory of discourse accommodation, it is not clear what the difference in processing effort can be attributed to. Further investigation is required in order to identify which contrasts are more easily inferred than others and why.
It is possible that the ease of establishing contrast sets is related in part to the conceptual organization of potential discourse referents. One relevant factor might be the conceptual complexity involved in the contrast. For instance, noun modifiers, whether adjectival or postnominal, tend to encode a single feature, while a contrast expressed by the noun tends to entail a more numerous and diffuse set of differentiating features (e.g., the contrast between businessmen and, say, bankers, involves many features). However, in many cases, simple nouns seem to be related to one another by one or two distinguishing features. Consider, for example, the contrast between boys and girls, which appears to involve a contrast in the value for a single feature, gender. Along these lines, it has been argued that categories at a subordinate level involve relatively few contrasting features with respect to one another, whereas basic-level categories are distinguishable by a greater number of features (Murphy & Brownell, 1985) . It has also been suggested (Cruse, 1977) that the use of a subordinate level term implies pragmatic contrast.
If the bias toward establishing contrast via noun modification represents a direct relationship between modification and inferring contrast sets in discourse, as is suggested by Ni et al. (1996) , then the kind of focus effects found in this study should generalize to all types of nouns. A mechanism of this type has obvious appeal in that it constrains the amount of nonlinguistic information that is consulted on-line in making immediate processing decisions. However, if it is the case that focus effects reflect subtler aspects of discourse accommodation that are influenced by the conceptual organization of lexical representations, it is predicted that focus effects on ambiguity resolution will be modulated by conceptual factors. Such questions are intriguing and important, as they address the nature of the contact points between structurally encoded linguistic information and nonlinguistic information, an issue that lies at the heart of research in sentence processing.
The current study, together with other recent research involving focus and syntactic ambiguity, point to a number of interesting questions that remain to be addressed. The experiments reported here provide additional evidence to Ni et al.'s (1996) results that the interpretation of focus can indeed have a strong constraining role in processing syntactic ambiguities and shed some light on questions of architecture that have long preoccupied psycholinguists. Additionally, together with the body of recent psycholinguistic work investigating focus, they open a number of new questions pertaining to the on-line resolution of semantic requirements of linguistic expressions that necessarily interface with discourse context in order to be interpretable. It is likely that significant advances in the understanding of context effects on language processing will come from the study of these and similar expressions.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the children/tossed/the ball/and they missed/their partners/by several feet.
Reduced relative Only the children/tossed/the ball/got to practice/throwing it/back again.
Context sentence
Contrast There were hundreds of dogs and cats entered into the pet show.
No contrast There were hundreds of dogs entered into the canine show.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the dogs/walked past/the judges/before coming back/to the ring/for the show.
Reduce relative Only the dogs/walked past/the judges/were likely/to win/a prize.
Context sentence
Contrast The professors and staff met at four this afternoon.
No contrast The professors all met at four this afternoon.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the professors/sent/the memo/and worried about/the budget cuts/for next year.
Reduced relative Only the professors/sent/the memo/were aware of/the budget cuts/for next year.
Context sentence
Contrast The men and women all arrived at the party at the same time.
No contrast The women all arrived at the bridal shower at the same time.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the women/dressed/in red/and wore/flowers/to celebrate the occasion.
Reduce relative Only the women/dressed/in red/were given/a flower/to pin on their collars.
Context sentence Contrast
The child was carrying a stack of china cups and plates when he tripped.
No contrast The child was carrying a stack of china cups when he tripped.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the cups/dropped/to the ground/and broke/into pieces/on the hard floor.
Reduced relative Only the cups/dropped/to the ground/were broken/into pieces/on the hard floor.
Context sentence
Contrast There were many children and adults in the waiting room.
No contrast There were many children in the waiting room.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the children/handed/an appointment slip/to the nurse/as they walked/into the office.
Reduced relative Only the children/handed/an appointment slip/were seen/by the doctor/right away.
Context sentence
Contrast The girls and boys became excited at the sight of the sweets.
No contrast The girls became excited at the sight of the sweets.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the girls/offered/candy/to their guests/before/helping themselves.
Reduced relative Only the girls/offered/candy/were happy/for the rest/of the afternoon.
Context sentence
Contrast All of the doctors and nurses met to discuss the case.
No contrast All of the doctors met to discuss the case.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the doctors/asked about/the diagnosis/after they saw/the results/of the tests.
Reduced relative Only the doctors/asked about/the diagnosis/offered/some suggestions/for treatment.
Context sentence
Contrast The senators and congressmen met to discuss the scandal.
No contrast The senators all met to discuss the scandal.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the senators/told/the truth/and admitted/who was/most at fault.
Reduced relative Only the senators/told/the truth/were aware of/how serious/the situation was.
Context sentence
Contrast The students and unemployed blue collar workers were frantically looking for work this month.
No contrast The senior students were frantically looking for work this month.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the students/interviewed/for part-time jobs/and were/willing to/take those jobs.
Reduced relative Only the students/interviewed/for part-time jobs/had any/chance of/being employed.
Context sentence
Contrast The boys and girls filed quietly into the auditorium.
No contrast The boys filed quietly into the auditorium.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the boys/lined up/at the front/and saw/what was/happening.
Reduced relative Only the boys/lined up/at the front/could see/what was/happening.
Context sentence
Contrast The engineers and scientists in the firm discussed the new contrast proposal.
No contrast The engineers in the firm discussed the new contrast proposal.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the engineers/awarded/a raise/to their secretaries/before seeking/one themselves.
Reduced relative Only the engineers/awarded/a raise/decided to stay/with the company/for another year.
Context sentence
Contrast Biologists and chemists from all over met to present their findings at the convention.
No contrast Biologists from all over the world met to present their findings at the convention.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the biologists/applauded/with enthusiasm/and they congratulated/their colleagues/for their work.
Reduced relative Only the biologists/applauded/with enthusiasm/felt supported/by their colleagues/for their work.
14. Context sentence Contrast The farmer gave his helper instructions on how to care for the horses and cows.
No contrast The farmer gave his helper instructions on how to care for the horses.
Main clause Only the horses/fed/on oats/and needed to/have their coats/brushed well.
Reduced relative Only the horses/fed/on oats/would develop/shiny coats/and strong teeth. No contrast The wives talked about what the most romantic gifts were.
Main clause Only the wives/offered/chocolates/to their husbands/to express/their devotion.
Reduced relative Only the wives/offered/chocolates/were dissatisfied/with their/husbands' gifts.
Context sentence
Contrast The police officers was ordered to search all the trucks and cars on that stretch of highway.
No contrast The police officers was ordered to search all the trucks on that stretch of highway.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the trucks/stopped/at the diner/and stood there/all day/before being searched.
Reduced relative Only the trucks/stopped/at the diner/were searched/by the end/of the evening.
Context sentence
Contrast The waiter slipped and dropped the wine and beer he was carrying.
No contrast The waiter slipped and dropped the wine he was carrying.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the wine/spilled/on the floor/and stained/the carpet/of the restaurant.
Reduced relative Only the wine/spilled/on the floor/. stained/the carpet/of the restaurant.
Context sentence
Contrast The camps were overflowing as more refugees and migrant workers arrived.
No contrast The camps were overflowing as more refugees arrived.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the refugees/provided/shelter/to the newcomers/in their/own homes.
Reduced relative Only the refugees/provided/shelter/could hope/to regain/their health.
Context sentence
Contrast The woman shrieked as her son bumped into the shelf holding the ceramic bowls and cups.
No contrast The woman shrieked as her son bumped into the shelf holding the ceramic bowls.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the bowls/smashed/to bits/and were/too broken/to repair.
Reduced relative Only the bowls/smashed/to bits/were/too broken/to repair.
Context sentence
Contrast The stormy lake was frequently used for boating and swimming.
No contrast The stormy lake was frequently used for boating.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the boaters/drowned/in the lake/and were found/after the last/violent storm.
Reduced relative Only the boaters/drowned/in the lake/were found/washed up/on the shore.
Context sentence
Contrast All the secretaries and accountants were made to take a tough computing course.
No contrast All the secretaries in the company were made to take a tough computing course.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the secretaries/prepared/for the exam/and earned/significant/pay raises.
Reduced relative Only the secretaries/prepared/for the exam/passed/and earned/pay raises.
Context sentence
Contrast The high winds forced the helicopters and planes to abandon their missions.
No contrast The high winds forced the helicopters to abandon their missions.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the helicopters/landed in/the mountains/and waited/for the wind/to die down.
Reduced relative Only the helicopters/landed in/the mountains/were found/the next day/by the search party.
Context sentence
Contrast The festival was a success, with many sailboats and motorboats on the water.
No contrast The festival was a success, with many sailboats on the water.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the sailboats/floated past/the spectators/and were photographed/for the paper/that day.
Reduced relative Only the sailboats/floated past/the spectators/were photographed/for the paper/that day.
Context sentence
Contrast The children had created some beautiful paintings and etchings to display.
No contrast The children had created some beautiful paintings to display.
Target sentence
Main clause Only the paintings/hung/near the door/and were seen/by everyone/who came.
Reduced relative Only the paintings/hung/near the door/were admired/by everyone/who came.
APPENDIX C Experimental items for Experiment 4
Slashes denote presentation chunks. Ambiguous versions of the verb are in parentheses.
1. Context sentence: There were hundreds of dogs entered into the canine show. Target sentence: Only the dogs/ran past (walked past)/the judges/before they came back/to the ring/for the show.
Context sentence:
The professors met at four o'clock this afternoon. Target sentence: Only the professors/wrote (sent)/the memo/and talked about/budget cuts/ for next year.
The women arrived at the bridal shower on time. Target sentence: Only the women/wore (dressed in)/red/and had a rose/pinned on/their collars.
The child was carrying a stack of china cups when he tripped. Target sentence: Only the cups/fell (dropped)/to the ground/and broke/to pieces/on the hard floor 5. Context sentence: The girls looked longingly at the dish of candy on the table. Target sentence: Only the girls/gave (offered)/candy/to their guests/before they/had any/ themselves. 6. Context sentence: All of the senior students were frantically looking for work this month. Target sentence: Only the students/agreed to take (interviewed for)/part-time jobs/and got some/badly-needed/experience.
The girls filed quietly into the auditorium. Target sentence: Only the girls/stood up (lined up)/at the front/and saw/what was/ happening 8. Context sentence: The woman shrieked as her child bumped into the shelf holding ceramic bowls. Target sentence: Only the bowls/broke (smashed)/to bits/and were/too broken/to be repaired.
The stormy lake was frequently used by boaters. Target sentence: Only the boaters/died (drowned)/last year/and were found/after last/ week's storm.
All the secretaries in the company were made to take a tough computing course. Target sentence: Only the secretaries/actually took (prepared for)/the exam/and earned/ significant/pay raises.
The high winds forced the helicopters to abandon their mission. Target sentence: Only the helicopters/flew to (landed in)/the mountains/and waited/for the wind/to die down.
The engineers working at the prestigious firm met to discuss the new contrast proposal. Target sentence: Only the engineers/gave (awarded)/a raise/to their secretaries/before seeking/one too.
The farmer gave his new helper instructions on how to care for the horses. Target sentence: Only the horses/ate (fed on)/good oats/and needed/to be brushed/every day.
Biologists from all over met to discuss their findings at the convention. Target sentence: Only the biologists/clapped (applauded)/with enthusiasm/and said/the convention/had been worthwhile.
All of the doctors me to discuss the patient's case. Target sentence: Only the doctors/spoke about (asked about)/the diagnosis/and gave/some suggestions/for treatment.
The senators met to discuss the scandal.
Target sentence: Only the senators/heard (told)/the truth/and were aware of/the seriousness/ of the situation.
